
Quality discussion reveals strong feelings among members

Bob Schwerdt on quality: I'd like to buy an At

fins in all the attitudes
they appear on those
stamps. These are not
defects, he says, but
created by mail room
personnel either by acci
dent or on purpose.
Repeta also likes to
mount the Stuarts face
up to show off the stamp
and the cancel.

Vladimir Munzberger
wrote from Prague,
Czechoslovakia, that a
factor tha t should be
considered is appropri
ate confirming identify
ing comer cards. He
suggests that many col
lec tors focus on the
stamp and not on the
identification of the
user.

That introduces the
postal his tory element
and suggests that even a
poor perfin on a con
tinning cover may be
worth much more than
a top quality perfin off
cover.

Stephen Tauber com
me nted on the position
subject-should perfins
read from the front or
back of the stamp. He
notes that collectors of
the OHMS perfins of
Canada and the VG per
fins of Australia-and
possibly of other par
ticular types-collect by
eight distinct positions,
four from the fron t of
the stamp and four from
the back. He al so notes
that in the case of the
OHMS pe rfina, the rela
tive orientation of the
perfin can affect the
price significantly.

straight edges, even
natural . There is some
thing 'elegant' in my
eye about a complete,
well-centered perfin on
a sound stamp with
perforations on all four
sides."

In addition, he con
ti nu es , there is a qu al i
tative ' often overriding,
fact or and that is if the
ite m is especially desir
able to his specialized
collec ting interests.
"There is a huge pe r
sonal factor involved."

Lou Repeta focuses
on the 3¢ Stuart (Scott
720) and collects pe r-

signs, and designs running into edge
perforations all contribute to downgrad
ing the perfln value. To me, any perfin
with a single hole missing is a space
filler. (I realize that a few U.S. pattems
have never been found complete be
cause a pin was damaged during first
usage.)

Most collections include a multitude
of space-fillers. This is especially true of
many foreign collections. I can attest to
this after handling the resale of several
large collections. We collect space-fillers
temporarily, hoping a perfect pattern will
eventually cross our desks. Upgrading
our collections is a useful process when
checking a perfin accumulation.

I would hesitate to change a perfin
rating from A (perfect) to C (three holes
missing). An A-rate is an A-rate, BlJT a
damaged A-rate should sell for consid
erably less than a perfect A-rate. When I
have duplicates, I sell perfect A-rates for
$10 and space-filler A-rates for $1. It
would be too time consuming to work out
a scale for damaged perfins according to
the number of missing holes. And who
would agree anyway?

A damaged perfin is a damaged per
fin is a damaged perfin and rarely ever
more than a space-filler!

item for?"
Steve Endicott notes

that he has used a lit
tle algorithm when he

bids in auctions or
buys perfins from

dealers. It takes
into account

perfin rating,
perfin com

ple teness and
ce n tering quali-

ties and stamp
"underlying" qu ali 
ties-and in that order
of descending impor
tance.

"Another qual ity
that I p re fer to avoid,"
says Endicott, "is

~

Feedback

When some damaged stamps, i.e.
perfins, sell for $25 to $75 each. can

they really be considered damaged?
Some purists consider perfins of lesser

ilk than mint stamps with gum skips or
used stamps with nibbled perforations. But
consider this: a perfrn gives a stamp an
added pedigree. This pedigree usually
confirms who used the stamp (and with
catalog assistance) where the company
(user) was located, and during which pe
riod the stamp was used. Such "demaqe"
makes the stamp more specific than hun
dreds or thousands of other similar to it.

More than 20 years ago some dealers
were pricing perfins slightly higher than the
same stamps without perfins. The dealers
recognized that a perfin added signifi
cance to a common stamp and charged
accordingly.

Of course, most dealers are looking at
the stamp, not the perfin, and charge high
prices for U.S. high catalog issues with or
without perfins. Common perfins are plen
tiful on the dollar values of the 1923 U.S.
definitives. Forty years ago these would
normally sell for 10% of catalog. Today
that is no longer true. The "demaqe" condi
tion is no longer a factor in pricing perfins.

Perfins, however, can be damaged re
gardless of the condition of the stamp.

Missing holes, dumb punches, split de-

T e February cover
story on perfin
quality brought

several interesting re 
sponses from members,
including an
essay by Bob
Schwerdt.

Bob Muffin
(#2L) , a St.
Petersburg,
FL, stamp deale r ,
says he has been pric
ing perfins by condition
for more than 20 years.
Says Murrin: "What
does count in tenns of
price? Is it some mythi
cal figure or what some
one will actually sell the
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